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A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE IN IMMIGRATION
At Fragomen, we strive to be an integral part of each client’s success by facilitating the hiring and
movement of skilled talent globally. Whether you are an individual, small local business or one of the
world’s largest companies, we can support your immigration needs. We get to know you and your
goals, and we guide you every step of the way. We are internationally local, with immigration
professionals located in the heart of each region and services around the globe. No matter where
you’ve been, or where you’re going next, Fragomen is here to propel you forward.

Distinctive Commitment
Fragomen is the world’s leading single-focus provider of immigration strategies and services, backed by
the finest resources and technology in the industry. Operating as either a law firm or a consultancy
based on local requirements, Fragomen’s more than 3,000 professionals around the world coordinate
to meet the immigration needs of individuals and businesses across all regions globally. Collectively, we
offer tailored and trusted solutions to help you achieve your local, regional and worldwide business
objectives. Our clients benefit from award-winning, highly experienced immigration teams with
extensive knowledge of government requirements, policies and processes, and a commitment to
exceptional client service.
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Local, Everywhere
With over 40 offices strategically located in key commercial centers throughout the Americas, Europe,
Asia-Pacific, the Middle East and Africa, we provide immigration support to the vast majority of countries
worldwide. Our professionals are as richly diverse as are our clients and the countries that they are
coming from and going to. Our on-the-ground presence and understanding of local culture and case
processing nuances give us a heightened understanding of our clients’ needs and allow us to deliver
optimal immigration solutions. Fragomen’s expansive reach also means that in most locations we can
provide end-to-end support in both home and host destinations.
Comprehensive Support
We offer a full range of immigration services including:
•

Immigration assistance into 170+ jurisdictions, including application, compliance and program
and policy support backed by state-of-the-art case management technology

•

Business visa services and technology solutions

•

Consular support and document services

•

Government strategies, compliance and audit services

•

Project-based and rotational assignment strategies

•

Support for mergers, acquisitions and corporate restructurings

•

Knowledge management resources

•

Employment verification technologies and guidance
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Trusted Advisors
Your Partner in Immigration
By working with Fragomen, you’ll have access to resources and benefits that only a firm of our stature
can offer—worldwide presence, recognized thought leaders with significant industry knowledge and
innovative tools. We also take a personal approach and collaborate with you one-on-one to find
innovative and reliable immigration solutions. Whether you are looking to fully outsource your global
program management, work with a partner alongside your internal immigration team or hire a foreign
national for the first time, we will work with you to design a tailored, strategic solution.
Industry Experience
Our clients and their businesses are diverse in every sense of the word. For more than six decades, we
have represented clients in nearly every business sector and have leveraged our collective experience
across industries to provide proven solutions specific to each organization.
Working with Governments
Government agencies around the world have included Fragomen in immigration policy and
benchmarking discussions regarding how new and changing laws could impact domestic and global
businesses. We share our experience with these authorities to facilitate the development of sound
immigration practices. Our Government Strategies team also monitors worldwide immigration policies
and practices as they evolve and, where appropriate, will represent the corporate community or
individual clients to advocate directly for statutory, regulatory and policy developments.
Sharing Knowledge
We help our clients stay ahead of changing regulations through timely updates and alerts, knowledge
and compliance resources, and hundreds of educational seminars that we host each year. We author
books and other publications that are relied on as industry standard references by other immigration
professionals. We are also featured contributors to marquis industry conferences and seminars around
the world.
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Continually Connected
The successful, longstanding relationships we have cultivated with our clients are built on a foundation
of trust. We will nurture our relationship and continuously connect with you by:
•

Establishing open communication and aligning with your culture

•

Understanding your industry, business needs, immigration challenges and goals

•

Partnering with you to continuously advance and maintain a best-in-class program

•

Being respectful, embracing diversity and being accountable
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Community Roots
We believe in the importance of extending our reach beyond the office and we encourage our
professionals to be active contributors to their local communities. We participate in a variety of volunteer
and pro bono activities, and offer critical immigration assistance to people in need. Over the years,
many Fragomen professionals and offices have been awarded for their outstanding contributions to
their communities.
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MORE ABOUT FRAGOMEN
To learn more about how we can help you with your immigration needs
and challenges, please visit: www.fragomen.com.
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